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AIMAIM

1.1. Determine why some synthesizers Determine why some synthesizers 
sound so unnaturalsound so unnatural

2.2. Establish a method for quantitative Establish a method for quantitative 
assessment of voice qualityassessment of voice quality



Introduction (I)Introduction (I)

Many research groups are trying to improve the Many research groups are trying to improve the 
quality of the concatenative synthesis voice.quality of the concatenative synthesis voice.
The popular method for assessing the quality of The popular method for assessing the quality of 
the synthetic voices is subjective and determined the synthetic voices is subjective and determined 
by a statistic score obtained on many listeners. by a statistic score obtained on many listeners. 
Unnatural voice signals distort and hamper the Unnatural voice signals distort and hamper the 
understanding and the emotional response to understanding and the emotional response to 
voice communication.voice communication.
We propose a methodology based on We propose a methodology based on 
comparison of human with synthetic voice. comparison of human with synthetic voice. 



The methodology (I)The methodology (I)
We used the (feminine) human voice from the We used the (feminine) human voice from the 
SRoLSRoL corpus and the synthetic voice obtained with corpus and the synthetic voice obtained with 
the BAUMthe BAUM™™ and and IvonaIvona™™ synthesizer.synthesizer.
Investigated: 5 feminine voices which has Investigated: 5 feminine voices which has 
fundamental frequency near to the fundamental fundamental frequency near to the fundamental 
frequency of the synthetic voice. frequency of the synthetic voice. 
The sentences were annotated, determined: the The sentences were annotated, determined: the 
values of the formants (F1, F2, and F3); values of the formants (F1, F2, and F3); 
Computed: the ratios F1/F0, F2/F0, F3/F0, the Computed: the ratios F1/F0, F2/F0, F3/F0, the 
average values, and the standard deviation for average values, and the standard deviation for 
these ratios, the difference between the average of these ratios, the difference between the average of 
the ratios for human and for synthetic voice.the ratios for human and for synthetic voice.



The methodology (II)The methodology (II)

Estimated: Estimated: 
–– the average values of the durations of all the average values of the durations of all 

vowels and consonants for each person vowels and consonants for each person 
and for all speakers.and for all speakers.

–– the standard deviation of the duration for the standard deviation of the duration for 
all vowels and consonants for all all vowels and consonants for all 
speakers, on all analyzed sentences. speakers, on all analyzed sentences. 

Method  based on ratios of values (formants Method  based on ratios of values (formants 
vs. pitch); it is highly sensitive to erroneous vs. pitch); it is highly sensitive to erroneous 
measurements in any of these parameters. measurements in any of these parameters. 



The analysis (I)The analysis (I)

Causes for unnaturalness are: Causes for unnaturalness are: 
poor concatenation from speech poor concatenation from speech 
contexts that are inappropriate;contexts that are inappropriate;
poor prosodic dynamics;poor prosodic dynamics;
the unnatural (erroneous) relation the unnatural (erroneous) relation 
between the formants and the pitch;between the formants and the pitch;
To fast transitions at the border of the To fast transitions at the border of the 
concatenated segments.concatenated segments.



The analysis (II)The analysis (II)

The correction was made automatically, The correction was made automatically, 
according to the algorithm: according to the algorithm: 

If   If   ,,
but but ,then ,then 

If  If  , then  , then  ;;

If If , then  , then  ..
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The values of F0, for 5 feminine speakers spelling The values of F0, for 5 feminine speakers spelling 
with neutral tone the sentence with neutral tone the sentence ““Cine a Cine a făcutfăcut
astaasta??”” (first pronunciation, left panel), and (first pronunciation, left panel), and 

corrected values (right panel)corrected values (right panel)
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The values of F0, for 5 feminine speakers The values of F0, for 5 feminine speakers 
spelling with neutral tone the sentence Vine spelling with neutral tone the sentence Vine 

mama (first pronunciation), values given by mama (first pronunciation), values given by PraatPraat

Aseara_F0/5 feminine speakers
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Results of the assessment by listenersResults of the assessment by listeners
Person 1Person 1: the prosody is very poor; from all 4 : the prosody is very poor; from all 4 
sentences, sentences, ““Cine a Cine a ffăcutăcut astaasta??”” is the worst is the worst 
pronounced; the word pronounced; the word astaasta is the only which is well is the only which is well 
pronounced; the pauses between the words are too pronounced; the pauses between the words are too 
short.short.
Person 2Person 2: the prosody is bad; : the prosody is bad; cc and and tt from the word from the word 
făcutfăcut have a poor connection with the neighboring have a poor connection with the neighboring 
vowels; the absence of pauses gives the impression of vowels; the absence of pauses gives the impression of 
a single word instead of a sentences;a single word instead of a sentences; i i is pronounced is pronounced 
too short.too short.
Person 3Person 3: the beginning of the sentence is uttered in : the beginning of the sentence is uttered in 
an unusual way; the prosody is missing; the recording an unusual way; the prosody is missing; the recording 
is unpleasant for the hearing.is unpleasant for the hearing.



The evolution of pitch, using The evolution of pitch, using WaspWasp softwaresoftware;  ;  
synthetic voicesynthetic voice -- sentencesentence ““Cine a făcut astaCine a făcut asta??””

formantic ”fractures”

discontinuity 
df0/dt



ComparationComparation between human and synthetic voice between human and synthetic voice 
––selectatedselectated segment segment ““a1a1”” from from ““mmaamama””, sentence , sentence 

““Vine mamaVine mama””
human voice synthetic voice

Discontinuity
of formants

Evolution 
of pitch is 
constant

Breaking
of Fo



ComparationComparation between human and synthetic voice between human and synthetic voice 
––selectatedselectated segment segment ““a2a2”” from from ““mammamaa””, sentence , sentence 

““Vine mamaVine mama””
human voice synthetic voice

Constant evolution of formants
Variation evolution of formants

Higher formants
labelled Higher formants 

almost missing



Visual inspection of the spectrograms Visual inspection of the spectrograms 
and pitch graphs (I)and pitch graphs (I)

Visible differences in the spectrum richness, large Visible differences in the spectrum richness, large 
departures from the natural temporal pattern, lack of departures from the natural temporal pattern, lack of 
emphasis (low energy on stressed syllables), and emphasis (low energy on stressed syllables), and 
abnormal pitch trajectories are easily identifiable by abnormal pitch trajectories are easily identifiable by 
comparison at the visual inspection. comparison at the visual inspection. 
The The ““ss”” fricative is much less energetic in the fricative is much less energetic in the 
synthetic voice, the plosive synthetic voice, the plosive ““tt”” is much weaker is much weaker 
(almost absent) in the synthetic voice. (almost absent) in the synthetic voice. 
The group The group ““cici”” is not temporally distinct from the is not temporally distinct from the nene
syllable, syllable, ““uu”” from from făcfăcuutt is too long, and the final is too long, and the final 
syllable syllable ““tata”” is too energetic. is too energetic. 



Annotation for human voice using Annotation for human voice using 
PraatPraat:: sentencesentence ““VineVine mamamama””

Rich evolution 
of formants

A break of pitch (Fo )



The evolution of pitch using Wasp;The evolution of pitch using Wasp;
synthetic voicesynthetic voice -- sentencesentence ““Vine mamaVine mama””

Narrow band

Constant range, 
without dynamic

Baum



Visual inspection of the spectrograms Visual inspection of the spectrograms 
and pitch graphs (III)and pitch graphs (III)

the S1 synthesizer shows that the synthesis the S1 synthesizer shows that the synthesis 
overemphasizes the prosody (large variations of the overemphasizes the prosody (large variations of the 
pitch frequency), actorpitch frequency), actor--like, emphatic. like, emphatic. 
some errors appearing in the S2 synthesis do not some errors appearing in the S2 synthesis do not 
appear in the S1 synthesis: appear in the S1 synthesis: cici is a distinctly spelled is a distinctly spelled 
sound, sound, ““ss”” is longer and has more energy, and the is longer and has more energy, and the 
energy of the final syllable is well proportioned energy of the final syllable is well proportioned 
(lower) with respect of the energy of the precedent (lower) with respect of the energy of the precedent 
syllable. syllable. 
the S1 synthesis looks better and the spectrogram the S1 synthesis looks better and the spectrogram 
reveals a rich spectral content of the sounds, with reveals a rich spectral content of the sounds, with 
well defined formants.well defined formants.



Visual inspection of the spectrograms and Visual inspection of the spectrograms and 
pitch graphs (IV) pitch graphs (IV) –– synthetic voice synthetic voice ––

““Cine a Cine a ffăcutăcut astaasta??””, S1, S1



Analysis of the durations of the soundsAnalysis of the durations of the sounds--
the temporal aspectsthe temporal aspects

The abnormal long duration of some consonants The abnormal long duration of some consonants 
like t, c, r produces the auditive feeling that the like t, c, r produces the auditive feeling that the 
connections between vowels and consonants are connections between vowels and consonants are 
malformedmalformed..
The semiThe semi--vocalic consonants (r, n) have durations vocalic consonants (r, n) have durations 
that are about twice in synthetic speech than for that are about twice in synthetic speech than for 
the natural voice, while the plosive consonants (c, the natural voice, while the plosive consonants (c, 
t) have a duration more than twice compared to t) have a duration more than twice compared to 
those in natural speech. those in natural speech. 

human BaumIvona



The The durations of several phones for human durations of several phones for human 
and synthesized voices in several and synthesized voices in several 

sentencessentences
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Results of the numerical quality assessment Results of the numerical quality assessment 
based on based on formanticformantic featuresfeatures
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Comparison of the subjective and the Comparison of the subjective and the 
quantitative assessment, for sentence quantitative assessment, for sentence 

““Vine mamaVine mama””
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σσ scores for formant vs. scores for formant vs. 
pitch frequencies ratios, for sentencepitch frequencies ratios, for sentence
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Discussion and Conclusions (I)Discussion and Conclusions (I)

The results obtained show agreement with The results obtained show agreement with 
several characterizations of the synthetic several characterizations of the synthetic 
voices performed by human listeners. voices performed by human listeners. 
Method  based on ratios of values (formants Method  based on ratios of values (formants 
vs. pitch); it is highly sensitive to erroneous vs. pitch); it is highly sensitive to erroneous 
measurements in any of these parameters.measurements in any of these parameters.
The semiThe semi--vocalic consonants (r, n) have vocalic consonants (r, n) have 
durations that are about twice in synthetic durations that are about twice in synthetic 
speech.speech.



Discussion and Conclusions (II)Discussion and Conclusions (II)

The definitions of quantitative indices offer The definitions of quantitative indices offer 
an easy way to compare the human and the an easy way to compare the human and the 
synthesized voices. synthesized voices. 
The quality of an utterance should be The quality of an utterance should be 
represented by a vector or, better, by a represented by a vector or, better, by a 
matrix of individual scores of the phones, matrix of individual scores of the phones, 
moreover of individual features of each moreover of individual features of each 
phone.phone.
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